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The theory of immanence—informed primarily by Spinoza—has influenced many recent investigations into politics, ontology, theology, and philosophy (see especially Warren Montag and Ted Stolze’s The New Spinoza and Dimitris Vardoulakis’s Spinoza Now). This conference seeks to expand on these discussions while also addressing the relationship between immanence and literature, which has received far less attention. Central to the philosophy of immanence is a theory of interpretation which challenges traditional conceptions of expression and representation by demanding a systematic consideration of singular essences which, in turn, are linked through immanent causality. This symposium gathers scholars to explore the interpretive encounters which emerge when diverse questions concerning politics, literature, and philosophy are explored through the lens of immanence. Given that immanence is a concept that operates in widely differing contexts, this conference does not seek to define it as a concept so much as harnesses its manifold possibilities for further creative and critical thinking.

Conference Organizers: J.D. Mininger and Brynnar Swenson

The language of the conference is English.